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Billion Sales

Product Groups

Divisions

Plants

Product Lines

Markets

Distributors

Employees

Customers

Parker’s geographic expansion is customer-

driven. Parker has grown globally by following its 

customers and establishing operations, sales and 

service worldwide. No single competitor matches 

Parker’s global presence, which includes:

Cleaner. 

Faster. 

Smarter. 

Safer. 

Smaller.

We grow with our customers, everywhere, around 

the world, creating application-focused products 

and system solutions.

What separates Parker from
other filtration companies?
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We make it 
  better

  for you.

Parker’s filtration team measures 

its success by what it does for you.  

Guided by a relentless drive to improve 

your products and processes, we bring our 

filtration know-how to your application, 

wherever it may be.  

What drives us? Simply this… we want to 

design and build the best solution for your 

filtration needs. The result: your products 

and processes perform better, creating 

more business opportunities for you.

We create value by helping the world work 

in new and better ways: Cleaner. Faster. 

Smarter. Safer. Smaller. Our systems are 

mission-critical to almost every industry,  

on every continent.

Being a solution-provider means looking 

at your application from many angles and 

finding new ways to get the job done.  

The possibilities are exciting.   

What else can Parker do for you?

What separates Parker from
other filtration companies?PARKSTORE LIMPOPO
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Electronic
Control
Unit

Injectors

SensorsLift Pump

Fuel Tank

Fuel Filter

High Pressure 
Pump

Common Rail

Actuators

Systems approach

Organized into multiple operating 

divisions, each with its own 

product/market focus, Parker 

develops application solutions that hit 

the mark. Dedicated filtration teams use 

voice-of-the-customer discipline to find 

the best solution for you. Result: your 

equipment and processes perform at 

their best.

Parker’s extensive sales engineering 

and distribution network means you can 

look to one filter supplier…no matter 

where your need may be.  Supplier 

consolidation reduces costs, as long 

as it does not reduce resources and 

support. As part of a growing company, 

you can count on Parker’s filtration 

support wherever and whenever you 

need it.

Innovation

See things differently.

Engineers see things differently. That’s why 

Parker collaborates with the customer, engineer 

to engineer, at the earliest stages of design, to get 

beyond the pieces and parts, and develop system 

solutions.

Parker’s aerospace and filtration engineers, 

together with the customer, designed a state 

of the art module combining a diesel fuel filter/

water separator and brushless electric pump. 

The fuel pump controls system pressure and 

fluid flow to meet EPA Tier III diesel engine 

emission standards. This collaboration resulted in 

meeting the requirement for a 

constant supply of clean fuel 

at optimum pressures and 

delivery rates. 

No other filtration company 

offers as many filtration 

system solutions as Parker.  
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Systems approach

All of Parker’s filtration operating units are  
ISO-9001:2000 certified and many are also ISO 
14000 certified. Parker’s quality reputation is 

acknowledged by the number 
of awards received from some 
of the most respected names 
in industry.  Quality starts with 
voice-of-the customer and 
permeates throughout every 
business unit.

At Parker, lean means systematically eliminating all forms of waste. With Parker products, 
you get what you want and do not pay for anything more. Lean is integral in every business 
process. From voice-of-the-customer to what goes in the box, lean is the way we do things.

Patents
Attaining patents is an 
integral part of the design 
process at Parker. Patents 
benefit our customers by 
allowing them to retain 
profitable aftermarket sales 
and insuring proper replacement parts are 
installed on equipment after leaving the factory.

Quality

Lean...
     the way we do things
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SMALLER AND SMARTER

SUCCESS

Faced with increased demands for 

improved fuel efficiency and cost 

containment, major diesel engine 

OEMs and users turn to Parker. 

Parker takes a system approach, 

analyzing upstream and down-

stream requirements to create 

a filter assembly that incorpo-

rates multiple functions. Result: 

a unique filtration system that 

reduces cost, space and weight 

through advanced filtration 

technology.

THE PARKER ADVANTAGE:  

● 17 functions in one module   
 eliminated customer SKU’s
● One supplier/one purchase order 
● Reduced cost of filtration
● Simplified mounting configuration  
  allows easy installation on the assembly line

&
Transportation 

Mobile Equipment

7

&
Parker’s innovation at work, on and off the road.

Lightweight, rugged, smaller and cleaner… 
Parker filtration systems deliver over the long haul.   
Fuel, water separation, engine oil, hydraulics, compressed 
air, nitrogen and natural gas: Parker’s filtration solutions are 
on-board, enhancing your equipment performance.

Transportation & mobile equipment product and system 
highlights:

 Nitrogen generators for tire filling - extends life and 
 dramatically increases fuel efficiency.  

 From aerial lifts to vehicle stabilizers, Parker  
 hydraulic filters help keep your mobile equipment moving.  

 Brake system compressed air filters, remove 99.995% of 
 contaminants to greatly increase brake system life.

 Parker’s compressed natural gas (CNG) filters are the  
 preferred choice for removing contaminants at CNG dispensing  
 stations and on-board vehicles around the world.  

 High-efficiency transmission filters significantly extend   
 power train life.

 Multi-stage air intake filters help improve engine 
 performance. 

Transportation 
Mobile Equipment
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Don’t start the shift without us.
&

With the most advanced and complete line of  
pneumatic, hydraulic, lube oil and coolant filtration 
products, Parker protects your production schedule.  
When you need to produce to demand, call on Parker.

Industrial & plant equipment product and system highlights:

 Parker manufactures the most complete line of hydraulic   
 and lube oil filters in the industry ensuring longer system life.

 Coalescing, compressed air filters provide  oil and contami- 
 nant free compressed air for all pneumatic applications. 

 Industry unique portable purification systems (PVS) 
 remove 100% free water and air, providing extended fluid life.  

 A laser particle counter for fluid condition monitoring   
 achieves instant, accurate results to ensure predictive   
 maintenance. 

 Membrane dryers provide clean, dry compressed air to  
 process instrumentation.  

 Parker process filters are the choice for conditioning  
 industrial waste water and coolant.

Plant Equipment
Industrial 

9

&
FASTER AND CLEANER

SUCCESS

Parker’s name is synonymous with 

filtration and motion control, and 

nowhere is this more evident than in 

industrial equipment. One example: a 

major automotive manufacturer was 

experiencing unacceptable down-

time on several stamping presses.  

Parker’s engineers analyzed fluid 

samples and machine duty cycles 

The Parker solution: a medium pres-

sure duplex filter that improved fluid  

cleanliness levels, allowing for  

continuous filtration… even during 

filter replacement. 

THE PARKER ADVANTAGE:  

● Duplex design allows for continuous filtration

● Environmentally friendly replacement element  

 design reduces overall disposal costs

● Unique filter housing design helps reduce  

 maintenance time

● A low pressure drop filter housing saves on  

 overall energy costs
Plant Equipment

Industrial 
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THE PARKER ADVANTAGE:  

● Eliminating costly N2 cylinders is a   
 safer approach 
● Maintain freshness, extend shelf life
● Large systems for high production  
 demand 
● Maintenance and disposal costs   
 reduced by 35%

CLEANER AND SAFER

SUCCESS

Parker’s gas generation products 

are used to extend shelf life and 

enhance the flavor of snack foods 

and beverages. Example: a lead-

ing snack food producer selected 

Parker’s unique nitrogen generator 

to blanket packaged food. Nitrogen 

fills the bags to create a “pillow 

package”, sealing in freshness 

and that irresistible crunch. 

Parker’s products increased 

shelf life by 100% while 

maintaining freshness.

&Life Sciences          
Food, Beverage 

11

Living well with Parker products. 

Clean and pure ingredients contribute to the quality of the end 
product, whether the application is cooking oil or base chemicals 
for use in life sciences. The result: higher yields, better end 
products and more satisfied customers.

Food, beverage& life sciences product and system highlights:

 A low maintenance nitrogen generator helps a winery protect flavor  
 by producing 99.95% pure N2 at a rate of 200 ft3/hr.

 Parker’s membrane filters deliver high-purity filtration for food,   
 beverage and validated life science applications.

 Stainless steel filter housings, for bulk chemical handling prevent   
 electrostatic charge release and simplify maintenance. 

 A leading ventilator and respirator manufacturer depends on Parker  
 compressed air filters to  deliver 99.995% clean, pure breathing air.

 Parker’s steam filters, used in cereal production, help producers   
 meet “Current Good Manufacturing Practices”  (CGMP).

 Leading drug manufacturers use Parker hydrogen gas generators   
 to operate analytical instrumentation when developing new 
 pharmaceutical solutions.
    

&Life Sciences          
Food, Beverage 
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&
Process 

From instrumentation to analyzers, Parker products filter 
water, gas, compressed air, process fluids and by-products, 
such as produced water. From tank cars to side stream 
separation systems, Parker’s filtration products improve 
production and material yields.

Process, oil, water & gas product and system highlights:

 
 Parker’s proprietary filter media removes hydrocarbons    
 from produced water to meet government regulations.

 High pressure stainless steel filters protect system components in  
 analyzers from contamination.  

 Explosion-proof zero air generators provide a 24/7 automated gas   
 supply to process chromatographs, yielding real-time information   
 for production monitoring.

 Parker’s complete line of instrumentation filters protect sensitive   
 lab equipment and analyzers. 

 Bag filter vessels are designed to remove contaminants from a   
 wide variety of industrial liquids - from cooking oil to paint.

 Filter cartridges offer a unique, proprietary two-stage design   
 providing maximum particle removal for coating applications.

 Parker’s nitrogen generator provides safe, inert gas for blanketing   
 and chemical storage.

Downtime is not an option.

Oil, Water    Gas

13

&
Process 

Oil, Water    Gas

THE PARKER ADVANTAGE:  

● Improved closure design helps reduce   
 maintenance time
● Larger drain allows for faster servicing
● Designed for minimum pressure drop, resulting  
 in increased cartridge life
● Horizontal vessels provide for easy cartridge  
 installation
● 100% stainless steel construction for corrosion  
 resistance

CLEANER AND SAFER

SUCCESS

Parker is the filter supplier of 

choice when it comes to pre- 

reverse osmosis (RO) membrane 

protection in municipal water 

systems. One example: North 

America’s largest desalination 

plant placed Parker vessels and 

cartridges in front of the mem-

brane system which produces the 

city’s potable water. Parker’s prod-

ucts protected and extended the 

life of the plant’s RO membranes, 

resulting in decreased down-time 

and significant savings.
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Marine 

SMALLER AND SMARTER

SUCCESS

In modern ships every square 

meter counts. A smaller engine 

room leaves more space for cargo 

or passengers. By working with 

the customer on a new innovative 

design, Parker was able to incor-

porate numerous functions into the 

oil and fuel filter modules, saving 

the customer critical space in the 

engine room. The patented, inte-

grated design meant that the 

customer could utilize a 

smaller footprint than the 

previous version. 

THE PARKER ADVANTAGE:  

● Increased backflushing efficiency
● Reduced amount of waste
● Integrated connections to   
 reduce possible leakage
● Smaller footprint to save space

15

Marine 
Don’t leave port without us.

Rotation groups require dependable filtration for superb 
performance. That’s why you will find Parker filters from 
ship to shore. Whether the need is for pleasure craft,  
work boats or power, count on Parker.

Marine product and system highlights:

 Racor® fuel filter/water separator systems remove virtually  
 100% of the damaging water and solid contamination from fuel. 

 Disposable Racor® air filters are water resistant with high 
 capacity, superior efficiency and are designed to improve horse 
 power and fuel economy.

 Crankcase ventilation filter systems eliminate hazardous, oily  
 film and smoke that coat engines and compartments.

 Cleanable oil filters protect your engine, eliminate filter 
 disposal and clean up the environment. Add a bypass filter   
 to extend hours between oil changes and reduce 
 maintenance costs.

 Pour in a powerful dose of Racor® additives, formulated for   
 marine engines, and increase power, prevent corrosion and   
 clean your engine as it runs.
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Leaving the lights on for you.

Parker filtration products are used in power generation 
applications providing electricity to millions of people 
around the world. From coal handling to generators and 
transformers, let a Parker engineer find the best system 
available for your application. 

Power Generation product and system highlights:

 “LoadTap” filters are used in substations to maintain the dielectric   
 properties of transformer fluids, increasing life and improving service.

 Water contamination can be disastrous to lube, hydraulic and  
 transformer fluids. Parker’s water sensors can detect moisture early  
 for preventive maintenance.

 Parker’s fluid condition monitoring equipment can perform on-line  
 or bottle particle counts, allowing power generation systems to   
 maintain optimum performance levels.

 Nitrogen generators provide a safe, inert gas for transformers 
 and blanketing. 

 High-quality vessels that meet the demanding requirements  
 for fail-safe performance and service reliability in  
 power generation applications.

 Using Parker’s fuel filter/water separator as a primary system 
 on large diesel engines allows for ease of service.

Power Generation 

17

CLEANER AND SMARTER

SUCCESS

Longer intervals between  

service events for wind turbines is 

an important factor in lowering the 

cost of generated electricity. Parker 

found a solution when they applied 

a highly efficient magnetic pre-

filter with a specially designed 

filter element configuration. 

This system solution extended the 

filter life by three times. Due to 

improved cleanliness levels,  

the life of sensitive gearbox  

components was also extended.

THE PARKER ADVANTAGE:  

● Extended service intervals
● Improved fluid cleanliness levels due 
 to  magnetic prefiltration and high    
 performance filter element
● Custom filter housing designed to meet   
 specific customer envelope dimensions
● Patented elements used for environmentally  
 friendly energy generation

Power Generation 
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Aerospace & Industrial Segments

AEROSPACE AUTOMATION CLIMATE & INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS FILTRATION
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M
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ts > Industrial machinery

> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Semiconductor
> Machine tool
> Information technology
> Pulp & paper
> Process
> Packaging
> In-plant automotive
> Food & beverage
> Transportation
> Conveyor
> Electronic assembly
> Electromechanical actuation

> Commercial transports
> Military aircraft & missiles
> Regional transports
> General aviation
> Business aircraft
> Helicopters
> Engines
> Power generation & energy
> Unmanned air vehicles

> Air conditioning
> Refrigeration
> Mobile HVAC
> Transportation
> Appliances
> Oil & gas
> Process
> Food & beverage
> Agriculture
> Power generation & energy
> Machine tool
> Marine
> Industrial machinery
> Medical/life sciences
> Fuel cells
> Precision cooling

> Industrial machinery
> Process
> Mobile
> Marine
> Aviation
> Oil & gas
> Semiconductor
> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Pulp & paper
> Power generation & energy
> Agriculture
> Machine tool
> In-plant automotive
> Transportation
> Food & beverage
> Packaging

U.S., Germany, France, United 
Kingdom, Canada, Mexico, 
Japan, Singapore, China, Brazil, 
Malaysia

> Flight control systems & com-
ponents

> Thrust-reverse actuation
> Electrohydraulic servovalves
> Hydraulic systems & compo-

nents
> Pumps
> Fuel systems & components
> Pneumatic controls & compo-

nents
> Fluid metering, delivery & 

atomization devices
> Wheels & brakes
> Fuel manifolds
> Inert/oxygen generating 

systems
> Electromechanical actuation
> Couplings & valve fittings
> Hoses & rigid tubes

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, 
Spain, South Korea, Italy, Japan, 
Australia

> Pneumatic valves
> Linear motors
> Air preparation units
> Stepper & servo drives, 

controls
> Positioning tables
> Electric & pneumatic actuators
> Structural extrusions
> Vacuum products
> Pressure sensors
> Pneumatic logic
> Human-machine interface
> Gantry robots
> Multi-axis motion control 

products

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Italy, 
United Kingdom, Germany, South 
Korea, Brazil, Switzerland, Czech 
Republic, Poland, China

> Refrigeration & general-purpose 
solenoid valves

> Flow controls
> Pressure regulators
> Check, ball, shut-off 

& service valves
> Spun copper components
> Value-added assemblies
> Thermostatic & electronic 

expansion valves
> Accumulators, filter dryers 

& receivers
> Heater/air conditioning hose 

& hose assemblies
> Gerotors
> Process control valves

U.S., United Kingdom, Czech 
Republic, Netherlands, 
Finland, Brazil, Korea, China

> Hydraulic, lubrication 
& coolant filters

> Process, chemical, water 
& microfiltration filters

> Compressed air 
& gas purification filters

> Lube oil & fuel filters
> Fuel-conditioning systems
> Fuel filters/water separators
> Condition monitoring
> Aviation fuel filters
> Analytical gas generators
> Compressed air separation 

systems
> Nitrogen, hydrogen & zero air 

generators
> Engine air, fuel, oil filtration & 

systems
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> Construction machinery
> In-plant automotive
> Agriculture
> Transportation
> Aviation
> Mobile
> Machine tool
> Packaging
> Industrial machinery
> Oil & gas
> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Refrigeration, heating, & a/c
> Food & beverage
> Marine

> Construction machinery
> Mobile
> Agriculture
> In-plant automotive
> Machine tool
> Industrial machinery
> Plastics machinery
> Marine
> Transportation
> Oil & gas
> Truck hydraulics
> Power generation & energy
> Material handling

> Power generation
> Oil & gas
> Process
> Analysis microelectronics
> Pulp & paper
> Marine
> Alternative fuels
> Analytical
> Chemical
> Petrochemical
> Medical
> Life sciences
> Pharmaceutical

> Aviation
> Food & beverage
> Mobile
> Semiconductor
> Chemical processing
> Telecommunications
> Information technology
> Industrial machinery
> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Agriculture
> Machine tool
> Oil & gas
> Transportation
> Marine
> Military

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Austria, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Netherlands, Venezuela, 
Poland, Australia, New Zealand, 
China, Brazil, South Africa, 
Thailand, South Korea, Czech 
Republic, Italy

> Rubber & thermoplastic hose
> Industrial hose
> Tube fittings & adapters
> Tubing & plastic fittings
> Brass fittings & valves
> Hose couplings
> Quick disconnects
> Check valves
> Expert systems
> Custom couplings & fittings

U.S., Canada, United Kingdom, 
France, Germany, Brazil, Japan, 
Korea, China, Australia

> Medium/high pressure  
fittings & valves

> Instrumentation fittings
> High-purity fittings, diaphragm 

valves & regulators
> Instrumentation ball, plug, 

needle, check & manifold valves
> Diaphragm & bellows valves
> PFA & PTFE fittings, valves, 

pumps & regulators
> Regulators & transducers
> CGA gas cylinder connections
> Analytical solutions

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Denmark, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Italy, Czech Republic, 
Argentina, Brazil, China

> Elastomeric O-rings
> Homogeneous & inserted 

elastomeric shapes 
& diaphragms

> Metal & plastic retained  
composite seals

> Polymeric & plastic dynamic 
seals

> Rubber & plastic boots/bellows
> Extruded & precision-cut/ 

fabricated elastomeric seals
> Thermoplastic engineered seals
> EMI shielding/grounding devices
> Thermal management products

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Sweden, Italy, Australia, 
New Zealand, Czech Republic, 
Japan

> Hydraulic cylinders
> Accumulators
> Rotary actuators
> Hydraulic and lube oil filters
> Hydraulic valves
> Hydraulic motors & pumps
> Hydrostatic steering
> Power units
> Electrohydraulic systems
> Metering pumps
> Integrated hydraulic circuits
> Power take-offs
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> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Semiconductor
> Machine tool
> Information technology
> Pulp & paper
> Process
> Packaging
> In-plant automotive
> Food & beverage
> Transportation
> Conveyor
> Electronic assembly
> Electromechanical actuation

> Commercial transports
> Military aircraft & missiles
> Regional transports
> General aviation
> Business aircraft
> Helicopters
> Engines
> Power generation & energy
> Unmanned air vehicles

> Air conditioning
> Refrigeration
> Mobile HVAC
> Transportation
> Appliances
> Oil & gas
> Process
> Food & beverage
> Agriculture
> Power generation & energy
> Machine tool
> Marine
> Industrial machinery
> Medical/life sciences
> Fuel cells
> Precision cooling

> Industrial machinery
> Process
> Mobile
> Marine
> Aviation
> Oil & gas
> Semiconductor
> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Pulp & paper
> Power generation & energy
> Agriculture
> Machine tool
> In-plant automotive
> Transportation
> Food & beverage
> Packaging

U.S., Germany, France, United 
Kingdom, Canada, Mexico, 
Japan, Singapore, China, Brazil, 
Malaysia

> Flight control systems & com-
ponents

> Thrust-reverse actuation
> Electrohydraulic servovalves
> Hydraulic systems & compo-

nents
> Pumps
> Fuel systems & components
> Pneumatic controls & compo-

nents
> Fluid metering, delivery & 

atomization devices
> Wheels & brakes
> Fuel manifolds
> Inert/oxygen generating 

systems
> Electromechanical actuation
> Couplings & valve fittings
> Hoses & rigid tubes

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, 
Spain, South Korea, Italy, Japan, 
Australia

> Pneumatic valves
> Linear motors
> Air preparation units
> Stepper & servo drives, 

controls
> Positioning tables
> Electric & pneumatic actuators
> Structural extrusions
> Vacuum products
> Pressure sensors
> Pneumatic logic
> Human-machine interface
> Gantry robots
> Multi-axis motion control 

products

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Italy, 
United Kingdom, Germany, South 
Korea, Brazil, Switzerland, Czech 
Republic, Poland, China

> Refrigeration & general-purpose 
solenoid valves

> Flow controls
> Pressure regulators
> Check, ball, shut-off 

& service valves
> Spun copper components
> Value-added assemblies
> Thermostatic & electronic 

expansion valves
> Accumulators, filter dryers 

& receivers
> Heater/air conditioning hose 

& hose assemblies
> Gerotors
> Process control valves

U.S., United Kingdom, Czech 
Republic, Netherlands, 
Finland, Brazil, Korea, China

> Hydraulic, lubrication 
& coolant filters

> Process, chemical, water 
& microfiltration filters

> Compressed air 
& gas purification filters

> Lube oil & fuel filters
> Fuel-conditioning systems
> Fuel filters/water separators
> Condition monitoring
> Aviation fuel filters
> Analytical gas generators
> Compressed air separation 

systems
> Nitrogen, hydrogen & zero air 

generators
> Engine air, fuel, oil filtration & 

systems
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> Construction machinery
> In-plant automotive
> Agriculture
> Transportation
> Aviation
> Mobile
> Machine tool
> Packaging
> Industrial machinery
> Oil & gas
> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Refrigeration, heating, & a/c
> Food & beverage
> Marine

> Construction machinery
> Mobile
> Agriculture
> In-plant automotive
> Machine tool
> Industrial machinery
> Plastics machinery
> Marine
> Transportation
> Oil & gas
> Truck hydraulics
> Power generation & energy
> Material handling

> Power generation
> Oil & gas
> Process
> Analysis microelectronics
> Pulp & paper
> Marine
> Alternative fuels
> Analytical
> Chemical
> Petrochemical
> Medical
> Life sciences
> Pharmaceutical

> Aviation
> Food & beverage
> Mobile
> Semiconductor
> Chemical processing
> Telecommunications
> Information technology
> Industrial machinery
> Life sciences/pharmaceutical
> Agriculture
> Machine tool
> Oil & gas
> Transportation
> Marine
> Military

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Austria, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Netherlands, Venezuela, 
Poland, Australia, New Zealand, 
China, Brazil, South Africa, 
Thailand, South Korea, Czech 
Republic, Italy

> Rubber & thermoplastic hose
> Industrial hose
> Tube fittings & adapters
> Tubing & plastic fittings
> Brass fittings & valves
> Hose couplings
> Quick disconnects
> Check valves
> Expert systems
> Custom couplings & fittings

U.S., Canada, United Kingdom, 
France, Germany, Brazil, Japan, 
Korea, China, Australia

> Medium/high pressure  
fittings & valves

> Instrumentation fittings
> High-purity fittings, diaphragm 

valves & regulators
> Instrumentation ball, plug, 

needle, check & manifold valves
> Diaphragm & bellows valves
> PFA & PTFE fittings, valves, 

pumps & regulators
> Regulators & transducers
> CGA gas cylinder connections
> Analytical solutions

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Denmark, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Italy, Czech Republic, 
Argentina, Brazil, China

> Elastomeric O-rings
> Homogeneous & inserted 

elastomeric shapes 
& diaphragms

> Metal & plastic retained  
composite seals

> Polymeric & plastic dynamic 
seals

> Rubber & plastic boots/bellows
> Extruded & precision-cut/ 

fabricated elastomeric seals
> Thermoplastic engineered seals
> EMI shielding/grounding devices
> Thermal management products

U.S., Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 
United Kingdom, France, 
Germany, Sweden, Italy, Australia, 
New Zealand, Czech Republic, 
Japan

> Hydraulic cylinders
> Accumulators
> Rotary actuators
> Hydraulic and lube oil filters
> Hydraulic valves
> Hydraulic motors & pumps
> Hydrostatic steering
> Power units
> Electrohydraulic systems
> Metering pumps
> Integrated hydraulic circuits
> Power take-offs
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ParkerStore Limpopo (Pty) Ltd
10 Mafanedza Street, Extension 91,
Polokwane, 1020

Switch Board Line 1: (+27) 15 110 0129
Switch Board Line 2: (+27) 15 298 8512
Mobile: (+27) 71 118 0297

Head Office
Tel: (+27) 31 590 0977

Email: sales@parkerstorelimpopo.co.za
Web: parkerstorelimpopo.co.za


